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Abstract

With the increasing quantity and quality of data collected at volcanoes, there is growing potential to incorporate all the data

into analyses of the magmatic system. Physics-based models provide a natural and meaningful way to bring together real-

time monitoring data and laboratory analyses of eruption products, at the same time improving our understanding of volcanic

processes. We develop a framework for joint inversions of diverse time series data using the physics-based model for dome-

forming eruptions from \citeA{Wong2019}. Applying this method to the 2004-2008 eruption at Mount St. Helens, we estimate

essential system parameters including chamber geometry, pressure, volatile content and material properties, from extruded

volume, ground deformation and carbon dioxide emissions time series. The model parameter space is first sampled using the

neighborhood search algorithm, then the resulting ensemble of models is resampled to generate posterior probability density

functions on the parameters (missing citation); (missing citation). We find models that fit all three datasets well. Posterior

PDFs suggest an elongate chamber with aspect ratio less than 0.55, located at $9.0-17.2$ km depth. Since the model calculates

pressure change during the eruption, we can constrain chamber volume to $64-256$ km$ˆ3$. Volume loss in the chamber is

$20-66$ million m$ˆ3$. At the top of the chamber, total (dissolved and exsolved) water contents are $4.99-6.44$ wt\% and total

carbon dioxide contents are $1560-3891$ ppm, giving a porosity of 5.3-16.6\% depending on the conduit length. Compared

to previous inversions using a steady-state conduit model, we obtain a lower magma permeability scale, radius and friction

coefficient.
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Key Points:6

• Best-fit model produces satisfactory fits to all three datasets7

• Elongate chambers of volume 64−256 km3 with centroid at 9.0−17.2 km depth8

are preferred.9

• Magma permeability, radius and friction are lower than estimates from inversions10

with the steady-state model.11
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Abstract12

With the increasing quantity and quality of data collected at volcanoes, there is grow-13

ing potential to incorporate all the data into analyses of the magmatic system. Physics-14

based models provide a natural and meaningful way to bring together real-time mon-15

itoring data and laboratory analyses of eruption products, at the same time improving16

our understanding of volcanic processes. We develop a framework for joint inversions of17

diverse time series data using the physics-based model for dome-forming eruptions from18

Wong and Segall (2019). Applying this method to the 2004-2008 eruption at Mount St.19

Helens, we estimate essential system parameters including chamber geometry, pressure,20

volatile content and material properties, from extruded volume, ground deformation and21

carbon dioxide emissions time series. The model parameter space is first sampled using22

the neighborhood search algorithm, then the resulting ensemble of models is resampled23

to generate posterior probability density functions on the parameters (Sambridge, 1999b,24

1999a). We find models that fit all three datasets well. Posterior PDFs suggest an elon-25

gate chamber with aspect ratio less than 0.55, located at 9.0−17.2 km depth. Since the26

model calculates pressure change during the eruption, we can constrain chamber volume27

to 64− 256 km3. Volume loss in the chamber is 20− 66 million m3. At the top of the28

chamber, total (dissolved and exsolved) water contents are 4.99− 6.44 wt% and total29

carbon dioxide contents are 1560 − 3891 ppm, giving a porosity of 5.3-16.6% depend-30

ing on the conduit length. Compared to previous inversions using a steady-state conduit31

model, we obtain a lower magma permeability scale, radius and friction coefficient.32

Plain Language Summary33

Data collected from volcanoes sheds light on the structure of the subsurface stor-34

age chamber and the migration of magma, thereby enhancing our understanding of vol-35

canic hazards. Integrating multiple datasets into analyses of a single eruption can resolve36

more details of the volcanic system. A theoretical model that predicts these data given37

some input parameters is needed to connect diverse volcanological datasets. We have pre-38

viously constructed a physics-based model that simulates the ascent of magma from the39

storage chamber to the surface through a pipe. The model is specialized for lava dome40

eruptions, such as the 2004-2008 at Mount St. Helens eruption, by taking into account41

magma solidification, gases coming out of solution and gases escaping from the system.42

The model is then used to calculate the lava dome volume, deformation of the land sur-43

face (detected by GPS) and rate of gas emissions. The model has several unknown pa-44

rameters. We run many iterations of the model with different combinations of param-45

eters and find models that fit all three datasets. This approach can constrain chamber46

geometry, pressure, gas content and material properties. Insights into this variety of sys-47

tem parameters would not have been possible with standard discipline-specific model-48

ing.49

1 Introduction50

In the past few decades, the expansion of both ground and satellite-based moni-51

toring systems, as well as advances in laboratory techniques to study volcanic products,52

have increased the quantity and quality of volcanological data. Since these observations53

are produced by common physical processes, physics-based models can provide a nat-54

ural and meaningful way to bring together these diverse data, at the same time improv-55

ing our understanding of volcanic processes.56

A subset of models examines the last stages of magma’s ascent through a volcanic57

conduit to the surface. These conduit flow models use fundamental conservation laws58

and rheologic models to simulate magma flow from chamber to surface. Phase changes59

affect magma properties such as density and viscosity which in turn regulate magma flux60

(e.g. Gonnermann & Manga, 2007). Models with varying levels of complexity have been61
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developed to investigate the processes controlling effusive and explosive behavior, as well62

as to study both steady-state and time-varying conduit flow (e.g. Jaupart & Allègre, 1991;63

Denlinger & Hoblitt, 1999; Papale, 2001; Mastin, 2002; De’ Michieli Vitturi et al., 2013).64

These studies have elucidated critical processes that determine eruption style and du-65

ration, such as the complex feedbacks between magma velocity and crystallization ki-66

netics or gas escape that may produce cyclic lava discharge (Melnik & Sparks, 2005; Ko-67

zono & Koyaguchi, 2012). Connections to observations mainly involve qualitative com-68

parisons between observed and predicted magma flux, which is a direct model output.69

A few studies have gone further to couple conduit models to the surrounding crust to70

compare with observed ground deformation (e.g. Albino et al., 2011; Anderson & Segall,71

2011; Kawaguchi & Nishimura, 2015; Neuberg et al., 2018).72

Prior work by Anderson and Segall (2013) demonstrated the utility of physics-based73

volcanic models in joint inversions of geophysical datasets. Their study focused on erup-74

tions that produce a lava dome at the surface. The 1D model simulates ascent of a three-75

phase magma, taking into account gas solubility and its effect on viscosity. Ascending76

magma causes the pressure in the chamber to drop, decreasing flow velocity exponen-77

tially in time. Model outputs were compared with extruded volume and geodetic data78

from the 2004-2008 eruption at Mount St. Helens using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo79

(MCMC) algorithm. Since conduit models can be highly non-linear, this probabilistic80

approach captures the range of model parameters consistent with the observations. Com-81

pared with traditional geodetic inversions, incorporating the physics-based model with82

extruded volume data allowed more parameters to be constrained, including initial cham-83

ber pressure, dissolved volatile content, and magma and chamber compressibility. The84

physics-based model is the crucial link that ties these datasets together.85

In order to harness the full power of joint inversions using physics-based models,86

we need to capture the essential physical processes in the magmatic system. For dome-87

forming eruptions, slow ascent allows magma to crystallize gradually, an effect greatly88

simplified in the model of Anderson and Segall (2013). Gases exsolving during ascent89

may escape from the magma, which, together with crystallization, is critical to forming90

dense, degassed plugs in the shallow reaches of conduits (e.g. Kozono & Koyaguchi, 2012;91

Schneider et al., 2012). Wong et al. (2017) developed a steady-state physics-based model92

which incorporated crystallization and gas escape to study the quasi-steady phase of the93

2004-2008 Mount St. Helens eruption, when magma flux was approximately constant.94

Diverse data, including magma flux, dome rock porosity, solidus depth and plug depth,95

were used to derive distributions on critical system parameters. Wong and Segall (2019)96

extended this conduit model to study the temporal evolution of conduit flow. Scaling97

analysis showed that when chamber pressure declines slowly relative to the magma as-98

cent rate such as in dome-forming eruptions, steady-state solutions are inadequate in mod-99

eling the initial decline in magma flux, therefore requiring time-dependent solutions. Qual-100

itative comparisons with extruded volume, ground deformation and gas emissions time101

series identified the most influential system parameters.102

In this study, we develop a framework for quantitative joint inversions of diverse103

time series datasets using the time-dependent conduit flow model from Wong and Segall104

(2019). Given extrusion volume, ground deformation and carbon dioxide emissions time105

series from the 2004-2008 Mount St. Helens eruption, we estimate essential system prop-106

erties including chamber geometry, initial pressure, volatile content and material prop-107

erties. A suitable inversion technique for physics-based models should account for the108

non-linearity of volcanic systems, therefore we prefer probabilistic methods that estimate109

not only an optimal solution but also the range of admissible solutions (?, ?). At the same110

time, since the model is computationally expensive, we are unable to use simple stochas-111

tic methods such as MCMC that require millions of forward model evaluations. Based112

on these considerations, we choose to apply the Neighborhood Algorithm which is triv-113
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ially parallelizable and can build probability density functions (PDFs) of the relevant114

system parameters (Sambridge, 1999b, 1999a).115

2 Methods116

2.1 Physics-based model for Mount St. Helens plumbing system117

We have developed a physics-based model of the plumbing system at Mount St.118

Helens to simulate magma ascent from an ellipsoidal magma chamber through a conduit119

to the surface (Figure 1). The model is one-dimensional (radially-averaged). Properties120

in the chamber are taken as lumped parameters evolving with time, while properties in121

the conduit are modeled in both time and depth. In this section, we present a brief overview122

of the chamber-conduit model; details can be found in Wong and Segall (2019).123

Chamber properties
Volume

Recharge rate
Aspect ratio

Pressure
Total H2O, CO2 contents

Lateral gas escape

Vertical 
gas escape

Frictional slip

Lava 
Dome

Plug 
Flow

Viscous 
Flow

Rheological
transition

Crystals
(equilibrium crystallization)

Bubbles
(equilibrium exsolution

of H2O & CO2)

Dome extrusion
volume

GPS time series

CO2 emissions

Figure 1. Model setup, adapted from Wong and Segall (2019). Magma ascends viscously from

a chamber through a cylindrical conduit, where it undergoes crystallization, gas exsolution and

gas escape, eventually transitioning to a solid plug that slides along the conduit walls. The three

datasets used to constrain model parameters are shown in blue.

At the beginning of the eruption, pressure in the chamber exceeds the magma col-124

umn weight and drives flow out of the chamber towards the surface. The ascending magma125

exsolves volatiles and crystallizes. Once enough volatiles exsolve, the gas volume frac-126

tion exceeds the percolation threshold and permits gases to escape from the system both127

vertically through the conduit and laterally through the conduit walls. The combined128

effects of gas exsolution, gas escape and crystallization strongly influence viscosity and129

cause the magma flow regime to evolve naturally from viscous flow at depth to solid plug130
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sliding in the shallow part of the conduit. Removal of magma from the chamber lowers131

the chamber volume and pressure over time, which decreases the magma ascent veloc-132

ity asymptotically towards zero.133

2.1.1 Conduit flow model134

Magma consists of solids, liquid melt which contains dissolved water (H2O) and135

carbon dioxide (CO2), as well as exsolved volatiles, giving its density ρ as136

ρ = ρsφs + ρlφlc1 + ρgφg (1)

For each phase, the density and volume fraction are ρ and φ respectively. Subscripts in-137

dicate the phase: s for solids, l for liquid melt, and g for gases. The term c1 accounts138

for dissolved volatiles and depends on the dissolved mass concentrations of H2O and CO2139

(χdh, χ
d
c), which are modeled as functions of pressure and temperature using the solubil-140

ity relations from Liu et al. (2005). We derive the solid volume fraction φs by assum-141

ing isothermal equilibrium crystallization of the water-saturated Mount St. Helens dacite142

(Pallister et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2012).143

These component phases affect magma viscosity η, which is a combination of the144

melt viscosity ηm and the relative viscosity increase due to solids ηs,145

η = ηm(χdh, χ
d
c , T ) ηs(φs, γ̇), (2)

We apply the dacite melt viscosity model of Whittington et al. (2009), which depends146

on dissolved volatile content and temperature T . For the relative viscosity increase due147

to solids, we apply the model of Costa (2005) and Caricchi et al. (2007) which incorpo-148

rates a dependence on strain rate γ̇. The effect of bubbles on viscosity is neglected since149

porosity of the 2005 Mount St. Helens dome lavas is relatively low, thus the effect of crys-150

tals predominates (Llewellin & Manga, 2005).151

Applying these magma properties, the governing equations for 1D conduit flow are152

v = vvisc + vfric = τRR
4η + 2vr exp

(
− f0a

)
sinh

(
τR
aσc

)
, whereτR = −R2

(
∂p
∂z + ρg

)
(3)

∂
∂t (ρsφs + ρlφl) = − ∂

∂z [(ρsφs + ρlφl)v] (4)

∂
∂t

(
χdhρlφlc1 + 1

1+Γρgφg

)
= − ∂

∂z

[(
χdhρlφlc1 + 1

1+Γρgφg

)
v + 1

1+Γρgφg(vg − v)
]
− 2ρgφgug

R(1+Γ) (5)

∂
∂t

(
χdcρlφlc1 + Γ

1+Γρgφg

)
= − ∂

∂z

[(
χdcρlφlc1 + Γ

1+Γρgφg

)
v + Γ

1+Γρgφg(vg − v)
]
− 2Γρgφgug

R(1+Γ) (6)

The radially-averaged momentum balance (equation 3) gives magma velocity v as153

a combination of incompressible, steady, laminar Poiseuille Flow vvisc and a rate-dependent154

frictional slip boundary condition vfric (Rice et al., 2001) (full derivation in Wong and155

Segall (2019)). Flow is driven by the difference between the vertical pressure gradient156

∂p/∂z and the gravitational load ρg, giving shear stress τR. The conduit has constant157

radius R. The conduit walls have depth-dependent effective normal stress σc(z), which158

is the difference between lithostatic normal stress and hydrostatic pore pressure, (ρlith−159

ρhyd)gz, neglecting tectonic and topographic contributions. Wall friction is parameter-160

ized by the nominal coefficient f0, rate-dependence a, and reference velocity vr. Deep161

in the conduit, where η is low and σc is high, vvisc predominates and magma flows vis-162

cously. In the shallower conduit, magma solidification increases η while σc decreases, in-163

creasing vfric until frictional sliding becomes the dominant flow regime.164

Continuity for solids and liquids (equation 4) reflects the exchange of mass as liq-165

uid melt solidifies during ascent. Continuity for H2O (equation 5) contains both dissolved166

and exsolved components. Transient mass changes are balanced by the flux of volatiles167

as well as vertical and lateral gas flow out of the conduit at gas velocities vg and ug re-168

spectively (e.g. Kozono & Koyaguchi, 2012; Schneider et al., 2012). The term Γ = (1−169
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mh)Mc/(mhMh) is the mass ratio of exsolved CO2 to H2O, where mh is the mole frac-170

tion of water in the vapor phase and Mc,Mh are the molar masses of CO2 and H2O re-171

spectively. A similar form describes the continuity of CO2 (equation 6).172

To model gas escape from the system, we apply Darcy’s Law while assuming chem-173

ical and mechanical equilibrium between the gas phase and the ambient melt (Jaupart174

& Allègre, 1991; Schneider et al., 2012; Kozono & Koyaguchi, 2012). This implies that175

gas and melt pressures are the same. The gas velocities are given by176

(vg − v) =
kmag

ηg

∂p
∂z (7)

ug = klat
ηg

p−phyd
2R , (8)

where ηg is the gas viscosity, and phyd = ρhydgz is the hydrostatic pressure. In verti-177

cal gas escape, gas flows through the magma only, thus the permeability constant in equa-178

tion 7 is the magma permeability kmag modeled using the Carman-Kozeny relation,179

kmag = kcφ
3
g, φg > φgc, (9)

where kc is a scaling constant, φg is the gas volume fraction (porosity) and φgc is the per-180

colation threshold, which is the minimum porosity to form interconnected pathways and181

has a typical value of ∼ 30% (Klug & Cashman, 1996; Saar & Manga, 1999; Blower, 2001).182

In lateral gas escape, gas flows through both magma and the wall rock. The lateral per-183

meability klat is a harmonic average of kmag and the crustal permeability model from Manning184

and Ingebritsen (1999).185

2.1.2 Boundary and initial conditions186

Taking into account the constitutive relations, the model solves for four field vari-187

ables at each depth and time: pressure, velocity, gas volume fraction (porosity) and mole188

fraction of water in the vapor phase, compiled into the vector y(z, t) = [p, v, φg,mh](z, t).189

The governing equations provide 4(Nz−1) equations, where Nz is the number of depth190

points. This system of equations requires 4 boundary conditions to be complete: pres-191

sure and volatile contents in the chamber, and pressure at the top of the conduit.192

At the beginning of the eruption, chamber pressure is greater than the magma col-193

umn weight to drive flow. As the eruption proceeds, magma outflux causes the cham-194

ber pressure to decrease, while influx from a deeper source may increase the chamber195

pressure (e.g. Segall, 2013),196

dpch

dt
=

qin − qout

ρ0V0(βmag + βch)
=

Ω(pdeep − pch)− πR2vch

V0(βmag + βch)
, (10)

where Ω is a proportionality constant linking recharge in the chamber to the magmastatic197

head between the chamber and a deep reservoir at pressure pdeep, vch is the velocity at198

the conduit base, V0 is the initial chamber volume, while βmag and βch are the magma199

and chamber compressibilities respectively,200

βmag =
1

ρ

∂ρ

∂p
, βch =

1

V

∂V

∂p
, (11)

where ρ, p are evaluated at the center of the chamber (Anderson & Segall, 2011). Magma201

density in the chamber is calculated using equation 1, while chamber center pressure is202

the sum of pressure at the conduit inlet and magmastatic head from the chamber top203

to center. Chamber compressibility is estimated from the numerical results for different204

ellipsoidal chamber shapes (Amoruso & Crescentini, 2009). Scaling analysis of equation205

10 with equations 4–6 shows that if the ascent timescale is much shorter than the cham-206

ber pressure evolution, the time-dependent model should approximate steady-state so-207

lutions evaluated at the identical chamber pressure (Wong & Segall, 2019). This could208
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occur if the chamber volume is large (> 1000 km3). On the other hand, if the ascent209

and chamber pressure evolution timescales are comparable, full time-dependent solutions210

are needed to model conduit flow.211

Other boundary conditions are the H2O and CO2 mass concentrations in the cham-212

ber χchh , χ
ch
c . Using the solubility equations, the volatiles are separated into dissolved and213

exsolved components to determine the gas volume fraction and mole fraction of water214

to carbon dioxide at the base of the conduit. Finally, the pressure at the conduit exit215

is assumed to be atmospheric pressure.216

We initialize the model with the steady-state solution given specified boundary con-217

ditions at t = 0 using the code from Wong et al. (2017). Natural eruptions clearly do218

not start from steady-state, and future work is needed to derive more realistic eruption219

onsets that simulate acceleration of partially solidified conduit magma leftover from lava220

dome eruptions in the 1980s.221

2.1.3 Model parameters and prior bounds222

To solve each forward model, we specify magma chamber properties (aspect ratio,223

volume), conduit geometry (length, radius), material properties (magma permeability224

scale, conduit wall friction), and conduit base boundary conditions (initial pressure, volatile225

contents). In this study, we set the recharge rate Ω to zero because the extruded volume226

time series appears to flatten out at the end of the eruption, suggesting that there is no227

recharge. Previous inversions also suggest that syn-eruptive recharge is minor (Anderson228

& Segall, 2013). Sensitivity analyses showed that the observations are insensitive to per-229

colation threshold, thus we fix it to the typical value of 30% (Wong & Segall, 2019). The230

chamber depth is uniquely determined from the chamber volume, aspect ratio and con-231

duit length. For a consistent description of the initial conduit base pressure for differ-232

ent conduit lengths, the total pressure at the conduit base pch is defined in terms of an233

excess pressure ∆p0 at t = 0,234

pch(t = 0) = patm + ρlgL+ ∆p0, (12)

where patm is the pressure at the top of the conduit and ρl is the melt phase density. We235

choose a wide range for the model parameter prior bounds to minimize the influence of236

prior assumptions on the posterior probabilities (Table 1).237

2.2 Data from the 2004-2008 Mount St. Helens eruption238

The 2004-2008 Mount St. Helens eruption began with swarms of shallow volcano-239

tectonic earthquakes on September 23, 2004 that culminated in a series of explosions start-240

ing on October 1, 2004 (Moran et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2008). These explosions gave241

way to lava extrusion under the crater glacier, forming a large welt on the south side of242

the 1980s lava domes (Vallance et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2008; Dzurisin et al., 2015). The243

new lava eventually broke through the glacier and was first seen on October 11, 2004.244

Thereafter, a series of lava spines, some of which resembled “whalebacks”, were extruded245

on the crater floor. Extrusion was accompanied by tilt cycles (Vallance et al., 2008; An-246

derson et al., 2010) and repetitive low-frequency and hybrid “drumbeat” earthquakes247

that were suggested to be caused by stick-slip motion of a solid plug ascending through248

the conduit (Moran et al., 2008; Iverson, 2008). After 3.3 years, eruptive activity waned249

and finally ended in January 2008 (Dzurisin et al., 2015).250

During the eruption, a wide variety of data was collected. Three time series datasets251

were chosen to compare with model predictions: (a) extruded volume which indicates252

the evolution of exit velocity, (b) gas emissions which inform us about volatile content253

and permeability, and (c) ground deformation which reflects pressure change and geom-254

etry of the magma reservoir. We also include constraints on the porosity of magma ex-255

iting the conduit.256
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Figure 2. Datasets from the 2004-2008 Mount St. Helens eruption used in this study: (a)

Dense rock equivalent (DRE) time series of extruded volume. (b) Carbon dioxide emission rates.

(c-d) Radial and vertical deformation at 14 continuous GPS stations were used, here showing, as

an example, JRO1, the only nearby station in operation at the eruption onset. (e) Map view of

stations within 20 km of the volcano with displacement vectors between two campaigns during

the eruption (14 October 2004 – 20 July 2005). Another 2 stations (KELS and P421) are outside

this map view. Light blue filled triangles are campaign stations, dark blue filled triangles are

continuous stations in operation during this period, and dark blue open triangles are continu-

ous stations that started operation after 14 October 2004. Black cross denotes the center of the

crater.

2.2.1 Extruded volume257

Differential Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) using aerial photogrammetry tracked258

the growth of the lava dome in the crater (Schilling et al., 2008; Dzurisin et al., 2015)259

(Figure 2a). In the initial few weeks of the eruption, lava was extruded beneath the crater260

glacier, precluding direct observation of dome growth. Deformation of the glacier sur-261

face showed a welt of approximately 10±1 million m3 by October 11, 2004. After that,262

lava broke the surface of the glacier and direct observations of the lava dome growth be-263

came possible to generate the widely-used time series of dome volume change. The to-264

tal extruded volume reached a maximum of 94.2 million m3, while uncertainties in these265

volume estimates are ∼ 4%. Post-eruption volume decline is attributed to dome com-266

paction. From this data, we remove an estimated dome porosity of 10% to obtain the267

dense rock equivalent (DRE) volume (Cashman et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2011).268

From the model predictions, we calculate the DRE extruded volume from the ex-269

trusion rate by excluding the gas volume fraction and integrating over time (Anderson270

& Segall, 2011),271

Vex(t) = πR2

∫ t

0

v(z = 0, t)[1− φg(z = 0, t)] dt, (13)

We compare the predicted and observed extruded volume time series to assess model fit.272

We additionally impose a constraint that the increase in extruded volume over the fi-273

nal two measurements, recorded at 3.0 and 4.0 years after the eruption start, is small274

(i.e. less than 4×106 m3, the average error in the extruded volume measurements) to275

ensure that the final extrusion flux is approximately zero.276
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2.2.2 Carbon dioxide emissions277

During the eruption, emissions of carbon dioxide generally decayed with time. These278

data, along with measurements of sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide, were collected via279

aircraft sampling of the vapor plume (Gerlach et al., 2008) (Figure 2b). Gases escaping280

both vertically through the conduit and laterally through the wall rocks may be observed281

at the surface. However, in calculating the gas flux at the surface, we approximate that282

all CO2 in the plug escaped vertically. Laboratory measurements of permeability indi-283

cate that vertical permeability is much higher than lateral permeability (Gaunt et al.,284

2014). In addition, we would expect a time lag in gas emissions if lateral gas percola-285

tion was important. This delay was not observed: emissions decayed below the detec-286

tion threshold before the end of the eruption. Model predictions thus serve as an upper287

bound on vertical gas escape. We calculate the carbon dioxide emissions as288

Qexc (t) = πR2 Γ

1 + Γ
ρgφg(vg − v)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

, (14)

where all variables are evaluated at the surface. Note that there is also flux of gas trans-289

ported within pores in the magma, however, this contribution is small since v is much290

smaller than (vg − v) at the surface.291

2.2.3 Ground deformation from GPS stations292

The eruption was monitored by a network of continuous and campaign Global Po-293

sitioning System (GPS) stations around the volcano (Figure 2c-e). Most of these sta-294

tions were installed after the eruption began. Only one station, JRO1 at the Johnston295

Ridge Observatory, captured the eruption onset, which was characterized by rapid de-296

flationary motion of about 10 mm in two weeks (Lisowski et al., 2008; Anderson & Segall,297

2013).298

To obtain the volcanic deformation signal, we downloaded and processed position299

time series from continuous GPS stations in the USGS Pacific Northwest Network, fo-300

cusing on stations within 100 km of Mount St. Helens. Stations on Mount Rainier were301

omitted due to strong measurement drift due to snow. The region around Mount St. He-302

lens experiences long-term deformation due to convergence of the North American and303

Juan de Fuca plates, slow slip events, seasonal fluctuations and volcano-related defor-304

mation. We first identify slow slip time intervals between 1999 and 2020 using the rel-305

ative strength index (Crowell et al., 2016) on 36 stations located between 20 and 100 km306

of the volcano. A slow slip event must be identified by at least two stations in order to307

be accepted. Next, we simultaneously estimated tectonic deformation rates, slow slip off-308

sets, sinusoidal seasonal effects and amplitudes for power law noise including white, flicker309

and random walk using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach (Mao et310

al., 1999; Langbein, 2004; Williams, 2008) on the post-eruption position time series (2012–311

2020) which has no discernible volcanic deformation. We assume that tectonic deforma-312

tion, seasonal variability and noise amplitudes are the same before and after 2012. We313

remove the tectonic deformation and seasonal signal from the whole time series, and ap-314

ply the noise amplitudes to the covariance matrix of syn-eruptive measurements. Off-315

sets due to slow slip events and antenna maintenance before 2012 were removed by tak-316

ing averages before and after the offset. The result is the deformation due to volcanic317

activity.318

Of the GPS stations within 100 km of Mount St. Helens, 21 are within 60 km of319

the volcano and recorded displacements during the eruption period. 8 of these 21 con-320

tinuous stations only recorded the latter half of the eruption when deformation was lim-321

ited and thus were excluded from the inversions. For the remaining 13 stations, the co-322

variance matrix for the deformation time series was modeled using amplitudes obtained323

in the MLE and uncertainties in the tectonic velocity and SSE offset estimates. Note that324
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data during slow slip events were removed from the data, causing gaps in the time se-325

ries, because we do not model the time-dependent deformation caused by these events.326

Additional campaign GPS measurements from 9 stations between October 14, 2004327

and July 20, 2005 were incorporated. This time period spans 0.05 to 0.8 years after erup-328

tion onset. Based on the continuous station data, this period encapsulates a large pro-329

portion of the total deformation. These campaign measurements can therefore provide330

additional constraints on chamber geometry and depth. Tectonic velocities at the con-331

tinuous GPS stations were linearly interpolated (i.e. assuming constant plate strain and332

rotation rate) to remove tectonic velocities at the campaign GPS stations. Slow slip off-333

sets and seasonal fluctuations were ignored due to lack of constraints, which may bias334

the campaign displacements. In particular, vertical deformation at nearby, high eleva-335

tion stations had high errors.336

From the model-predicted pressure decay time series, we calculate radial displace-337

ments using the expressions of Yang et al. (1988) for prolate spheroidal chambers. We338

do not consider the effect of conduit tractions on surface displacements, because the GPS339

stations are far from the vent relative to the plug length.340

2.2.4 Additional constraint on magma porosity341

As an additional inversion constraint, we considered the porosity of dome lava spec-342

imens collected by helicopter (Pallister et al., 2008; Thornber et al., 2008). These spec-343

imens consist of dense, light-gray dacite with porosities below 10% and vesicular, dark344

gray to red dacite with porosities of 25–40% (Cashman et al., 2008). One helium pyc-345

nometer measurement indicated a connected porosity of 30.4% (Cashman et al., 2008).346

Five intact samples with no deformation textures showed porosity declining from 19.7%347

to 10.3% after two years (Smith et al., 2011). Applying the porosity time series from Smith348

et al. (2011) directly to the inversion is challenging because of the small number of sam-349

ples and the fact that they consist of intact, centimeter to meter scale samples which may350

or may not be representative of the average porosity across the tens-of-meter scale con-351

duit. Therefore we opt for a simple constraint that admits only models whose predicted352

porosity time series is entirely less than the maximum observed porosity of 40%.353

2.3 Inversions using the neighborhood algorithm354

We apply the neighborhood algorithm (Sambridge, 1999b, 1999a) to estimate crit-355

ical properties of the Mount St. Helens plumbing system. Previous studies have applied356

this algorithm to volcano deformation to determine the location and volume change of357

magma chambers, as well as to model dike geometry from InSAR data (e.g. Pritchard358

& Simons, 2002; Fukushima et al., 2005). The neighborhood algorithm consists of two359

stages: (1) the model space search and (2) the ensemble appraisal.360

2.3.1 Searching the model space361

Stage 1 generates an ensemble of models by searching the model space to find mod-362

els that have high posterior probabilities (Sambridge, 1999b). This stage is akin to an363

adaptive grid search. In this section, we first define the posterior probability and then364

describe the search algorithm.365

The posterior probability p(m|d) of each model is366

p(m|d) ∝ L(d|m)p(m) (15)

where L(d|m) is the data likelihood and p(m) is the prior probability distribution. In367

this study, we assume uniform priors on the model parameters, however this inversion368

scheme can be easily adjusted to incorporate other priors. Uniform priors have constant369
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p(m) while m is within pre-defined bounds. The posterior probability therefore depends370

only on the likelihood,371

L(d|m) ∝ exp

[
− 1

2
1∑
k
wk

Φ

]
, (16)

whereΦ =
∑
k

[
wk(dk − d̂k)TΣ−1

k (dk − d̂k)
]
, (17)

where k denotes the dataset (extruded volume, continuous GPS positions, campaign GPS372

displacements, CO2 emissions) and Φ is the joint misfit to the data. For the kth dataset,373

wk is the weight, dk are the observed data, d̂k are the predicted data, and Σk is the co-374

variance matrix.375

The simplest joint misfit is obtained by assigning equal weights (wk = 1) for all376

k datasets. However, initial tests show that this approach does not find well-fitting so-377

lutions to this problem because of the high scatter in the CO2 emissions. This scatter378

arises from unmodeled processes (e.g. crack propagation in the plug that allows sudden379

release of gases) or measurement errors (e.g. wind dispersal of emissions) that cannot380

be captured by the current physics-based model, which can only predict smoothly de-381

caying solutions. Therefore we need to reduce the weight of the CO2 emissions wCO2 to382

prevent the misfit to the CO2 emissions from dominating the total misfit. To determine383

wCO2, we bin the emissions into months and examine the variability among measurements384

in the same month (Figure 3). During the 2.6-year observation duration, eight months385

had more than one observation (months 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 13). In these eight months,386

the root-mean-square deviation from the monthly average ranged from 12 – 597 ton/day.387

Normalizing the high estimate of 597 ton/day by the median measurement error of 97388

ton/day gives a scale factor of 6.15. Therefore we assign wCO2 as the reciprocal of the389

square of this scale factor to get units of variance, giving wCO2 = 1/(6.152) = 0.0264.390

Weights to all other datasets were assigned as 1.391
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Figure 3. Determining the weight for the CO2 emissions time series. (a) Observed emissions

(blue dots with error bars) and binned by month (red dots). Red line tracks the average for each

month. Months with more than one observation are indicated at the top of the axis. (b) Root-

mean-square of deviations of observed CO2 emissions from the monthly average for the 8 months

that had multiple observations.

The search algorithm in the Stage I is as follows: first, Ns model parameter com-392

binations are randomly chosen to run the forward model and evaluate the joint misfit393

(equation 17). The forward model evaluations can be run in parallel. From this set of394

models, the best-fitting Nr models, where Nr ≤ Ns, are selected for the next iteration.395

Since we use uniform priors, finding models that minimize the misfit is equivalent to max-396
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imizing the posterior probability. In the next iteration, a new set of Ns/Nr models is gen-397

erated in the neighborhood of each selected model. As an example, if Ns = 200, Nr =398

100, the 100 best-fitting models are chosen at this stage, and 2 new points are generated399

in the neighborhood of each of these 100 models to generate a total of 200 new points.400

The “neighborhood” is defined using Voronoi cells, where cell boundaries are the mid-401

point of two models. Sambridge (1999b) provides an efficient method to calculate these402

cell boundaries. The misfits of each of these new models are then evaluated, and the pro-403

cess of selecting well-fitting cells and generating new models and misfits is repeated un-404

til the minimum misfit approaches a constant.405

The neighborhood search is simple to implement and only requires two tuning pa-406

rameters Ns, Nr which influence the effectiveness of the model space search. Large Ns, Nr407

produce a more exploratory search; small Ns, Nr improve the algorithm’s capability as408

an optimizer although it may become susceptible to local minima.409

2.3.2 Appraising the ensemble of models410

Stage 2 resamples the ensemble of models using a Gibbs Sampler to generate prob-411

ability density functions (PDFs) of the model parameters (Sambridge, 1999a). Within412

the neighborhood of each model, the posterior probability p(m|d) is assumed to be con-413

stant, so that no new forward model runs are required. Starting from a high probabil-414

ity model, the Gibbs Sampler takes a random step along each parameter axis in turn ac-415

cording to the conditional probability along the current axis p(mj |m−j ,d) (the prob-416

ability of parameter mj given all other specified parameters m−j). Following Sambridge417

(1999a), we generate this random step using the rejection method: first, a uniform ran-418

dom deviate mprop
j is generated within the specified model parameter bounds. The pro-419

posed step is then compared with the maximum probability along that axis and another420

uniform random deviate r on the interval (0,1). The proposed step is accepted if421

log r ≤ log p(mprop
j |m−j ,d)− log p(mmax

j |m−j ,d). (18)

If mprop
j is rejected, this procedure is repeated until a step is accepted. This procedure422

is repeated for each parameter axis, and then on subsequent samples. The rejection method423

only compares the log probabilities between two models and does not require calcula-424

tion of the actual probabilities, thereby avoiding numerical underflow issues.425

Two input parameters are needed for the Gibbs sampler: the length of each Gibbs426

sampling chain, and the number of chains. We test different values for these two param-427

eters until the PDFs converge. In this study, a general rule is that the chain length should428

be at least 2000 and at least 50 chains should be sampled.429

3 Results430

3.1 The model parameter space431

For Stage 1 of the neighborhood algorithm, we run the algorithm with Ns = Nr =432

200 for 600 iterations, which was sufficient for model parameters to converge and for max-433

imum model likelihoods to reach a stable value (Figure 4). Parameters for the maximum434

likelihood model lie well within the prescribed bounds. After 20 iterations, we reduced435

the lower bound of conduit radius from 20 m to 10 m as the best fit model appeared to436

be very close to 20 m. Chamber aspect ratio and volume appear to converge after about437

400 iterations. Other parameters converge more slowly, eventually reaching a stable max-438

imum likelihood model (red line, parameters in Table 1). During the search, the algo-439

rithm also explored a region distinct from the global maximum likelihood (pink line in440

Figure 4). On closer inspection, we observe that these models have non-smooth solutions441

caused by a slight numerical instability at the percolation threshold. Smoothing the per-442

colation threshold transition removes this instability, but the predicted data for these443
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Table 1. Model parameters with their prior bounds, best-fit values from the neighborhood

search, as well as the median model and 90% credible interval from the neighborhood appraisal.

Symbol Description Prior bounds Best-fit from search Median model 90% credible interval

Chamber properties
α Aspect ratio (width/height) 0.05− 1 0.30 0.36 0.13− 0.55
V0 Volume (km3) 10− 500 130 136 64.1− 256
Ω Recharge rate (m3 day−1 Pa−1) 0 (fixed)

Conduit geometry
L Length (km) 2− 8 4.55 4.75 2.95− 5.79
R Radius (m) 10− 100 20.6 22.1 11.9− 35.8

Material properties
kc Magma permeability scale (m2) 10−20 − 10−10 10−13.5 10−13.5 10−14.7 − 10−12.1

φgc Percolation threshold 0.2− 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.21− 0.28
f0 Nominal coefficient of friction 0.01− 0.8 10−1.66 10−1.66 10−1.94 − 10−1.26

a Rate-dependence of friction 10−3 − 10−1 10−2.69 10−2.77 10−2.97 − 10−2.37

Conduit base boundary conditions
∆p0 Excess pressure at t = 0 (MPa) 5− 50 18.9 18.9 11.6− 26.3
χchh Total water content (wt%) 3− 7 5.55 5.73 4.99− 6.44
χchc Total carbon dioxide content (ppm) 100− 5000 2925 2802 1560− 3891

models produce poor fits to the observations. In particular, these solutions fail to sat-444

isfy the zero flux condition at the end of the eruption. Therefore we reject these non-445

smooth solutions as unphysical.446

Figure 4. Model parameters at each neighborhood search iteration. Model parameter bounds

are the limits of the vertical axis. Red line marks the best-fit model. Pink line marks one model

with non-smooth solutions.

This ensemble of models produces reasonable fits to the combined dataset (Figure447

5). Predicted extruded volume from the best-fit model to the combined dataset (red line)448

matches early observations well, but underpredicts the data at later times because of the449

higher measurement error. Similarly, the models accepted in the appraisal step (pink en-450

velope) closely follow early volume estimates but show a wider range of final extruded451

volume. The predicted JRO1 radial displacement follows the observations well. Due to452

the lower weight applied to the CO2 emissions time series, the pink envelope spans a wide453

range, broadly capturing the decreasing trend and range of values.454

Predicted radial displacements between 14 October 2004 and 20 July 2005 mostly455

follow the observations, particularly at the continuous GPS stations (Figure 5d(ii)). Ra-456
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Figure 5. Best-fit model to the combined dataset (red line) compared to observations. (a)

Extruded volume, (b) JRO1 radial displacement and (c) CO2 emissions time series. For (a-c),

the range of the models accepted in the appraisal step (pink area), as well as the best-fit models

to individual datasets are also shown. Vertical gray dotted lines indicate the eruption end. (d)

Predicted displacements from the best-fit model to the combined dataset, showing the (i) map,

(ii) radial displacements and (iii) vertical displacements as functions of radial distance from the

crater. (e) Predicted radial and vertical deformation time series at the continuous GPS stations,

ordered by closest (P693) to furthest (KELS) from the crater. Vertical gray rectangle indicates

the time period of the two campaigns. Gaps in the time series occur during slow slip events.
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dial displacements at the campaign stations are noisier but follow the same general trend.457

Fits to vertical deformation during this time are poorer. Campaign stations WRID, NELR458

and SERI experienced large vertical displacements (light blue points between −20 and459

−40 mm in Figure 5d(iii)) that are likely caused by seasonal effects such as snow accu-460

mulation because these stations are at high elevation. The rest of the vertical deforma-461

tion data suggest that the maximum should be offset from the crater center (where ra-462

dius is zero), supporting a prolate ellipsoid model for the chamber (Yang et al., 1988).463

This same model also fits the deformation time series at the continuous GPS stations.464

Compared to the best-fit models to individual datasets, the best 1000 models to465

the combined dataset cannot match each observation as well (Figure 5a-c). Some penal-466

ization of fit is needed. For example, the best-fit model to the JRO1 deformation (pur-467

ple line) better captures the initial rapid deflation which flattens out after 1 year. How-468

ever, this trend yields poor fits to the observed extruded volume both in magnitude and469

temporal trend. In order to simultaneously fit the GPS and extruded volume time se-470

ries, the search finds models that have slightly poorer fit to the initial rapid deflation at471

JRO1. Similarly, the best-fit model to the combined dataset has a distinctively differ-472

ent trend compared to the best-fit model to the CO2 emissions (green line), which pro-473

duces a significantly poorer fit to the other datasets.474

3.2 Posterior probabilities of model parameters475

We appraise the ensemble of models to generate posterior probability density func-476

tions (PDFs) of the model parameters by converting misfits to likelihoods (equation 16,477

Figure 6). For comparison, we also calculate the likelihoods given only extruded volume,478

only deformation, and the combination of extruded volume and deformation from the479

ensemble, and appraise the result. For these appraisals, we also apply the constraints480

on dome porosity and zero final extrusion flux.481

In general, when more datasets are used, the marginal posterior PDFs show tighter482

constraints on the model parameters as expected. The extruded volume time series con-483

strains the chamber volume, conduit radius, nominal friction coefficient, excess pressure,484

magma permeability scale and total volatile contents (Figure 6a). Total extruded vol-485

ume scales as (βmag+βch)∆pchV0 (Segall, 2013) and therefore can offer constraints on486

chamber volume given estimates on compressibility which depends on the exsolved volatile487

content. The extrusion rate can help to constrain the exsolved volatile content, as a higher488

exsolved volatile content would decrease bulk density and enable faster magma ascent.489

However, this relationship may not be unique as the extrusion rate is also affected by490

the driving pressure, rate of gas escape and frictional resistance.491

Deformation data alone improves constraints on chamber properties (aspect ratio,492

volume, conduit length which controls chamber centroid depth, excess pressure), but volatile493

content and frictional properties are poorly constrained (Figure 6b). When extruded vol-494

ume and deformation are jointly analyzed, the distributions on all the model parame-495

ters except the frictional properties become narrower (Figure 6c). This estimation is en-496

hanced by inclusion of CO2 emissions data in the appraisal. Naturally, the distribution497

on chamber CO2 content is tighter and slightly lower than estimated in the other three498

appraisals. This lower volatile content may explain the slightly lower nominal friction499

coefficient: a decrease in magma buoyancy requires a corresponding decrease in flow re-500

sistance.501

In all four ensemble appraisals, the magma permeability scale is well constrained502

to be above 10−16 m2, with all four distributions having approximately similar widths.503

This indicates that dome porosity data, which is common to all four appraisals, is the504

main control on magma permeability scale. In order for the dome porosity to remain un-505

der 40%, magma permeability has to be high enough to allow volatiles to escape from506

the conduit.507
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In the following sections, we analyze the results of the appraisal by looking at sub-508

sets of parameters. Any quoted ranges of parameter values are the 90% credible inter-509

vals of the posterior PDF.510

3.2.1 Chamber properties511

The preferred chamber volume lies between 64.1−256 km3 (Figure 7a), well be-512

low the threshold that indicates that the chamber evolution timescale is comparable to513

the ascent timescale. This implies that steady-state solutions are poor approximations514

to the temporal evolution of the system, which requires the full time-dependent govern-515

ing equations (Wong & Segall, 2019). The data prefer an elongate chamber with an as-516

pect ratio (width/height) of 0.13−0.55 with its top (equivalent to conduit length) lo-517

cated at 2.95−5.79 km depth. The chamber centroid is located at 9.00−17.2 km depth518

with the semi-major axis estimated as 4.59−14.0 km. These parameters indicate that519

most chambers lie between 5−20 km depth and span about 2 km in width (Figure 7b).520

The chamber geometry parameters are highly correlated. Aspect ratio exhibits a521

negative correlation with the semi-major axis because of how they affect the chamber522

volume: a more elongate chamber requires a longer axis to occupy the same volume. A523

more elongate chamber also has to be located deeper. Volume loss in the chamber, which524

ranges between 20.0 and 66.2×106 m3, exhibits a positive correlation with volume and525

centroid depth. Pressure at the conduit base ranges from 80.6−144.4 MPa and is highly526

correlated with conduit length to ensure that magma can be pushed out of the conduit527

at a similar velocity. This corresponds to 13.1− 55.5 MPa over magmastatic pressure528

(weight of magma column) needed to overcome viscous losses and frictional resistance.529

Porosity at the conduit base not only depends on the total water content (not shown),530

but also the conduit length and pressure at the base of the conduit.531

3.2.2 Volatiles and permeability532

Volatile contents in the chamber are well-constrained in the appraisal (Figure 8a,533

b). Total H2O contents of 4.99− 6.44 wt% and CO2 contents of 1560− 3891 ppm are534

preferred. These volatile contents are partitioned into dissolved and exsolved components.535

Dissolved H2O encompasses the relatively common 3.34−4.65 wt% for arc magmas (Plank536

et al., 2013), while dissolved CO2 is estimated to be 22.0−100.3 ppm. Together, these537

imply a substantial exsolved phase occupying 5.3−16.6% volume fraction at the base538

of the conduit. This corresponds to a magma compressibility of 0.20−2.67×10−10 Pa−1.539

Chamber compressibility, which depends on the shape of the chamber and elastic mod-540

ulus of the crust (here 20 GPa), has a very narrow range, thus magma compressibility541

largely controls the total compressibility which ranges from 0.69− 3.09× 10−10 Pa−1.542

The exsolved phase may be lost through permeable gas escape, both vertically through543

the conduit column and laterally through the conduit walls. The magma permeability544

scale is well constrained at 1.84×10−15−7.23×10−13 m2, and the percolation thresh-545

old is 0.21−0.28. Vertical gas escape only depends on the magma permeability and ranges546

between 8.20 × 10−18 − 2.36 × 10−15 m2. Lateral gas escape depends on the magma547

and wall-rock permeability. However, at the percolation threshold, wall rock permeabil-548

ity spans a narrow range of 1.08−2.21×10−15 m2 and is generally higher than magma549

permeability. Magma permeability is thus the limiting factor for lateral gas escape. This550

causes the distribution for both permeabilities to be approximately equal.551

3.2.3 Conduit friction552

Extruded volume is the main control on conduit friction due to its relationship with553

extrusion rate (Figure 6). In contrast, ensemble appraisal using only the deformation dataset554

produces broader distributions on both frictional parameters. When combining extruded555
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(b) Chamber geometry probability(a) Correlation plot of chamber properties

Figure 7. Chamber properties constrained in the appraisal that considers the likelihood of

all the datasets. (a) Correlation plot of the chamber properties. Volume, aspect ratio and con-

duit length are directly estimated, while volume loss, pressure (measured at the chamber top),

semi-major axis, centroid depth and porosity (measured at the chamber top) are dependent

parameters. (b) 2D slice of the crust showing the probability of finding a chamber at a certain

depth and radial distance from the Mount St. Helens edifice. Colors indicate the number of

models relative to the total.

volume and deformation data, posterior probabilities of friction become narrower. Since556

predicted gas emissions depend on the pressure gradient in the plug which is affected by557

frictional resistance, the ensemble appraisal with all datasets results in a well-constrained558

nominal frictional coefficient. The marginal posterior PDFs suggest that the nominal fric-559

tion coefficient is low (10−1.94−10−1.26), while the rate-dependence of friction ranges560

between 10−2.97−10−2.37. This corresponds to friction coefficients between 0.014−0.057561

at the reference velocity v = vr = 10−5 m/s (Figure 9). Shear stress is given by fσc562

where σc is the effective normal stress. At the plug depth (0.76−0.96 km), shear stress563

ranges between 0.23− 0.82 MPa.564

4 Discussion565

Traditional geodetic inversions have used continuous and campaign GPS data from566

the Mount St. Helens 2004 - 2008 eruption to constrain the geometry and volume change567

of the chamber (Lisowski et al., 2008; Palano et al., 2012). Using a source model of three568

colocated orthogonal point cracks, Lisowski et al. (2008) obtain a chamber with an as-569

pect ratio of 0.66 centered at 7.99 km depth with a volume change of 11.9 million m3
570

in the first year of eruption. Applying the Yang et al. (1988) model for ellipsoidal cham-571

bers, Palano et al. (2012) found a more elongated chamber with aspect ratio 0.10 at a572

similar depth with a volume change of 7.97 million m3 in the first two years of the erup-573

tion. Notably, the discrepancy in aspect ratio between the two studies arises from the574

difference in source model, as the predicted spatial pattern of deformation are approx-575

imately the same in both studies.576
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Figure 8. Posterior PDFs of (a) total and dissolved H2O content in the chamber, (b) total

and dissolved CO2 content in the chamber (note low dissolved content), (c) magma compressibil-

ity in the chamber and the chamber compressibility, and (d) vertical and lateral permeability at

the percolation threshold depth.

In this study, we applied the source model from Yang et al. (1988) as it satisfies577

the free surface boundary condition and, in the limit where the chamber is deep relative578

to the chamber dimensions, the pressure boundary condition on the chamber walls. There-579

fore our results align more closely with Palano et al. (2012) to prefer a more elongate580

chamber. The highest likelihood chamber has an aspect ratio of 0.30 with a volume change581

of 35.8 million m3 over the whole eruption. The chamber centroid is located at 11.2 km582

depth. The volume change estimated in this inversion is about 3–4 times larger than Lisowski583

et al. (2008) and Palano et al. (2012) respectively due to both the longer time interval584

considered and also the deeper centroid location (Figure 7a). The top of the chamber,585

located at 4.55 km, has a pressure of 121.4 MPa. This agrees with petrologic constraints,586

which find that plagioclase phenocrysts continued to grow until pressure decreased to587

130 MPa (corresponding to 5 km depth) when magma exits the chamber and enters the588

conduit (?, ?; Pallister et al., 2008).589

Incorporating a physics-based model and extrusion volume data enables us to re-590

solve pressure change and chamber volume, which traditional geodetic inversions are un-591

able to do. Athough Palano et al. (2012) obtained a plausible volume change, their pre-592

ferred model has a pressure change of 1000 MPa and a chamber of volume of only 0.306593

km3. This large pressure change is inconsistent with the tensile strength of rock which594

is on the order of 10 MPa. Using a physics-based model with extrusion flux and defor-595

mation data, (Anderson & Segall, 2013) modeled a pressure change of 2−10 MPa over596

the course of the eruption. Combined with the volume change of 16−40 million m3 con-597

strained by deformation, they estimate the chamber to be at least 40 km3 and reaching598

the upper bound of the inversion at 200 km3. In this study, the 90% credible interval599

of the resampled models have pressure change 2-18 MPa and volume loss 16−40 mil-600

lion m3, implying a chamber volume of 64-256 km3. Total extruded volume scales as (βmag+601

βch)∆pchV0 (Segall, 2013). Given the final extrusion volume of 94.2 million m3 and typ-602

ical system compressibility of 0.69−3.09×10−10 Pa−1, this implies a chamber volume603

on the order of 102 km3, consistent with our posterior PDFs. A similar analysis in Mastin604
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Figure 9. Correlation plots of frictional parameters. Conduit radius, nominal coefficient and

rate-dependence are directly estimated, while the friction coefficient at the reference velocity

v = vr = 10−5 m/s and shear stress are dependent parameters.

et al. (2009) obtained a smaller chamber volume estimate of 10−25 km3 by using a sim-605

ilar pressure change but 4− 5 times higher magma compressibility. This difference in606

compressibility arises because Mastin et al. (2009) used a fixed crystal volume in the cham-607

ber, while we include the increase in density due to crystallization, which counteracts608

some of the decrease in density caused by gas exsolution and expansion. As a result, com-609

pressibilities obtained in this study are smaller.610

Independent estimates of chamber volume at Mount St. Helens span a wide range611

from a few km3 to 1000 km3. Eruption volumes can offer a lower bound on chamber size.612

The largest plinian eruption in the Holocene produced 4 km3 of material (Carey et al.,613

1995). However, given that Mount St. Helens has more frequently produced lava flows614

and domes, the more common eruption volume is smaller (Clynne et al., 2008; Pallis-615

ter et al., 2017). Earthquake hypocenters in the 1980s show distinct lobes surrounding616

an earthquake-free zone, thought to be the semi-liquid magma body, of about 10−20617

km3 (Scandone & Malone, 1985). Recent seismic tomography in the iMUSH experiment618

found a body with low shear wave velocities at 4 − 13 km depth and spanning 15 km619

wide, corresponding to a volume 1000 km3 (Kiser et al., 2016). Our inversions agree with620

the vertical extent of the chamber but suggest a more limited horizontal extent. This621

volume is an upper bound due to resolution limitations. In addition, the melt fraction622

causing the reduction in shear wave velocities is uncertain. Petrologic evidence of com-623

positionally diverse magma batches with different stagnation depths suggests that vol-624

ume estimated the iMUSH experiment may reflect a mush containing distinct regions625

of high melt fraction (Leeman & Smith, 2018; Wanke, Clynne, et al., 2019; Wanke, Karakas,626

& Bachmann, 2019). This would be consistent with geologic evidence of smaller erup-627

tion volumes. Reconciling the discrepancy between our inversion results and the geologic628

perspective would require more realistic geodetic source models for an mush system con-629

taining distinct high melt fraction bodies.630

Gas solubility modeling using VolatileCalc (Newman & Lowenstern, 2002) constrained631

by carbon dioxide emissions and extruded volume give 4.4 wt% dissolved H2O and 37632
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ppm dissolved CO2 at 130 MPa, the pressure at the top of the magma chamber assumed633

at 5 km depth (Gerlach et al., 2008). This is consistent with inversion estimates of 3.34-634

4.65 wt% dissolved H2O and 22.0-100.3 ppm dissolved CO2. The same gas solubility mod-635

eling suggests a porosity 10.11−10.85% at 130 MPa (Gerlach et al., 2008). At similar636

pressures, our inversion results give a porosity of 5.5−10.5%. There are some models637

with higher porosities at the conduit base (up to 20%), but these have shorter conduit638

lengths and their conduit base pressure is lower, allowing gas to exsolve and expand.639

Melt inclusions in amphiboles and plagioclase suggest dissolved H2O contents up640

to 3.6 wt%, however most are below 3 wt% which is considered low for the magma equi-641

libration pressure of 130 MPa (Blundy et al., 2008; Pallister et al., 2008). This suggests642

that melt inclusions may have ruptured or crystallized during ascent and might not be643

representative of the actual dissolved water content in the chamber (Blundy et al., 2008;644

Pallister et al., 2008; ?, ?). Our inversions, which give dissolved water contents above 3645

wt%, supports this interpretation.646

The magma permeability scale kc controls the balance between chamber volatile647

contents and observed dome porosity, because the distribution of kc remains consistent648

across all four appraisals. This behavior is consistent with inversions using the steady-649

state version of this conduit flow model (Wong et al., 2017). However, Wong et al. (2017)650

found a tight constraint on kc ∼ 10−12.3 − 10−10.5 m2, while the distribution derived651

here finds lower kc. We attribute this difference to the steady-state assumption as dis-652

cussed in Section 4.3 of Wong and Segall (2019). Since each steady-state solution is in-653

dependent, the solution adjusts to ensure that magma and gas flux into the region above654

the percolation threshold is sufficient to sustain gas escape. The magma column remains655

gas-rich even with extensive gas escape due to high permeability allowing extensive gas656

ascent. In time-dependent solutions, however, high magma permeability allows a large657

proportion of volatiles to be lost to the surroundings at early time to substantially de-658

crease the amount of gas in the shallow conduit. This causes the eruption velocity to slow659

down drastically which is inconsistent with the extrusion volume time series. Therefore660

this high permeability constant is no longer preferred. Instead, an intermediate value that661

allows only moderate gas escape is preferred.662

Laboratory measurements of permeability in the Mount St. Helens plug found ver-663

tical permeability of 10−14 m2 in the margins and 10−15 m2 in the core of the lava dome664

(Gaunt et al., 2014). Horizontal permeability was found to be 10−18 m2 in the margins665

and 10−15 m2 in the core (Gaunt et al., 2014). Our modeled permeability captures this666

range of values with few models having permeability greater than 10−14 m2, although667

it does not account for the anisotropy observed in the experiments. Two-dimensional nu-668

merical models suggest that at shallow depths, gases tend to concentrate near the con-669

duit margins which enhances gas escape (Collombet, 2009). This is corroborated by ring-670

shaped degassing observations at Santiaguito volcano in Guatemala (Bluth & Rose, 2004).671

Furthermore, we do not consider the impact of crystals on gas percolation in equa-672

tion 9. Experiments have shown that the presence of crystals can enhance bubble nu-673

cleation and control bubble size (Belien et al., 2010; Spina et al., 2016). Channelization674

of gas flow may occur at high crystal contents particularly in magmas with elongated675

crystals, leading to efficient gas migration (Oppenheimer et al., 2015; Spina et al., 2016).676

Higher-dimensional, pore-scale simulations better capture this spatially localized mode677

of degassing (Parmigiani et al., 2016; Degruyter et al., 2019). In contrast, this study fo-678

cuses on the macro-scale impact of gas escape on extrusion flux, ground deformation and679

gas emissions, which are unable to resolve the spatial heterogeneity of gas flow.680

Inversion results suggest a narrow conduit of radius 11.9 − 35.8 m. Previous in-681

versions with the steady-state conduit model used linear extrusion rates observed by re-682

mote cameras (Major et al., 2008) and extrusion flux to estimate the conduit radius, giv-683

ing a best-fit radius of 148 m (Wong et al., 2017). Deformation was not included as a684
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constraint in Wong et al. (2017). In this inversion, we omitted the linear extrusion rate685

as a constraint because it may only reflect the near-surface conduit geometry. Flaring686

conduit geometries have been seen in the rare cases where we have camera observations687

a few 100 meters into conduits (Lyons et al., 2016; Moussallam et al., 2016; Johnson et688

al., 2018). Mechanical modeling also shows that conduit collapse during explosive erup-689

tions can create the flared geometry at the top (Macedonio et al., 1994; Mitchell, 2005;690

Aravena et al., 2017). Therefore including the linear extrusion rate would have biased691

results towards conduit radii larger than the average radius of the conduit.692

Information from the amplitude and temporal evolution of observations provides693

the constraint on radius, as seen in sensitivity analyses of Wong and Segall (2019). When694

holding all other parameters constant, doubling conduit radius would increase the magma695

velocity and mass flow rate by 4 and 16 times respectively. The rate of pressure evolu-696

tion, which is proportional to mass flow rate (equation 10), will also increase by 16 times.697

To maintain the same mass flow rate, we would need to reduce the chamber pressure,698

but this would cause the total extruded volume and radial displacements to decrease which699

would reduce the fit to observations. In addition, chamber pressure cannot decrease by700

16 times, as it would cause the magma to be underpressured. Chamber volumes consid-701

ered here could vary by that extent, however it would alter the relative magnitudes of702

extruded volume and radial displacements. The conduit radii of 11.9−35.8 m balance703

these competing effects to ensure fit to the data.704

The smaller radius may also explain the higher pressure over magmastatic and the705

lower friction coefficient estimated here compared to the distribution obtained from the706

steady-state model. Previous inversions using the steady-state conduit model already707

estimated low f0 (10−2−10−0.25), with the maximum a posteriori model having f0 =708

0.46 (Wong et al., 2017). The conduit model only resolves shear stress on the conduit709

walls τR = f(σ − phyd), where the normal stress σ was assumed to be lithostatic and710

the pore pressure phyd was assumed to be hydrostatic. Decreasing σ by considering to-711

pographic or tectonic effects could result in higher estimated f0. Elevated pore pressures712

due to gases escaping laterally and localizing on the conduit margins may also increase713

the estimated f0. Even so, the f0 estimated in this study are lower than in (Wong et al.,714

2017), suggesting that other reasons, such as the narrower conduit, must cause the low715

friction estimated in inversions using the time-dependent model. A narrower conduit has716

a higher ratio of surface area to cross-sectional area. To maintain the same flow rate, we717

would need to increase the driving force for flow, or reduce the viscous and/or frictional718

losses. The slight positive correlation between radius and the nominal friction coefficient719

(Figure 9) suggests that within the limited range of radii that fit the data, the friction720

coefficient is lower for narrower conduits. The weak relationship implies that other pa-721

rameters trade off with friction coefficient. Of course, inaccuracies in the model for magma722

viscosity will trade off with estimates of the frictional resistance. Viscosity models with723

reduced dependence on the crystal fraction compared to the Costa (2005) model would724

reduce viscous losses, and therefore require greater frictional losses and hence a a higher725

friction coefficient to achieve the same mass flow rate.726

5 Conclusion727

In this study, we applied a simple physics-based model to estimate critical prop-728

erties of the magmatic system at Mount St. Helens based on diverse time series data from729

the 2004-2008 eruption. The model takes into account pressure-dependent crystalliza-730

tion, volatile exsolution and gas escape during magma ascent. These processes cause magma731

flowing viscously at depth to transition to solid plug sliding at shallow depth, ultimately732

extruding a dome in the crater. To constrain important parameters in the model, we jointly733

apply extruded volume, continuous and campaign GPS positions and carbon dioxide emis-734

sions time series from the eruption in an inversion using the neighborhood algorithm (Sambridge,735

1999b, 1999a).736
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Key findings of the inversion include:737

1. We are able to find models that fit the extruded volume, ground deformation and738

carbon dioxide emissions from the 2004-2008 eruption at Mount St. Helens. In par-739

ticular, the best-fit model approximately captures the rapid decay in JRO1 radial740

displacement while maintaining satisfactory fits to the other datasets, which pre-741

vious studies were unable to replicate.742

2. The data prefer elongate chambers with aspect ratios 0.13−0.55, located at 9.00−743

17.2 km depth with chamber volumes between 64.1− 256 km3. These chamber744

volumes suggest that solutions to the full time-dependent governing equations is745

needed to model the temporal evolution of the eruption. Volume lost from the cham-746

ber is 20− 66 million m3.747

3. The top of the chamber has total (dissolved and exsolved) water contents of 4.99−748

6.44 wt% and carbon dioxide contents of 1560−3891 ppm. At 130 MPa, which749

is the top of the magma chamber inferred from plagioclase phase equilibrium, this750

corresponds to a porosity of 5.5-10%.751

4. Excess exsolved volatiles to escape the system vertically through the conduit and752

laterally through the conduit walls. The magma permeability scale is well-constrained753

by the porosity of dome rock.754

5. Compared to previous inversions using the steady-state conduit model (Wong et755

al., 2017), this inversion using the time-dependent model suggests a lower magma756

permeability scale because of differences in the mechanism for gas escape in steady-757

state and time-dependent conduit flow models. In addition, a narrower conduit758

of radius 11.9−35.8 m is preferred. This may account for the higher pressure over759

magmastatic (13.1−55.5 MPa) and lower conduit wall friction coefficients (0.014−760

0.057 at the reference velocity v = vr = 10−5 m/s). A weaker dependence of761

viscosity on crystal fraction would allow larger friction coefficients.762
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